Abstract: Statistical analyses are a key part of biomedical research. Traditionally surgical research has relied upon a few statistical methods for evaluation and interpretation of data to improve clinical practice.
Introduction
Research in surgical literature is essential for furthering knowledge, understanding new clinical questions, as well as improving surgical technique yet surgical research provides unique methodology challenges compared to nonsurgical clinical studies (1) . Biostatistics provides clinicians and researchers with the tools necessary to analyze associations and relationships within the data. The type of statistical analysis used, and consequently the data results depend on many factors: appropriate study design, type of data, proper selection and application of statistical methods, distribution of the data, and correct interpretations of the results (2, 3) . Statistics are therefore used to evaluate relationships and trends in data results. Published literature and data help clinicians and researchers deal with the increasing complexity and advancements in medical care such as new treatments, regulations, policies and public safety concerns (4) .
Surgical education peer-reviewed publications have markedly increased over the last decade (5) . The statistical complexity of the research in clinical surgery is also increasing (4) . Literature in the 1970s showed that t-tests (approximately 44% in one study) (6) and descriptive statistics (i.e., means, standard deviations, range, etc.) were the most commonly used statistical tests of the time (6,7). Statistical methods have since become more complex with a variety of tests and sub-analyses that can be used to interpret, understand and analyze data. However, while the complexity of statistical analysis and the tools at researchers' disposal have increased, basic statistical tests, such as the t-test, continue to be used as a primary statistical test in surgical research (8) . Oftentimes incorrect tests are carried out despite the type of study and/or data. Recent reviews of published peer-reviewed literature concluded that nearly 50% of the clinical research publications contain at least one statistical error, some of which may have meaningful impacts on the results and interpretation (9) (10) (11) .
In an Australia analysis of surgical literature, 71 out of 91 analytical papers (78%) contained errors in the usage of non-descriptive statistics. The papers often failed to test for significance when appropriate, quoted probability values without reference to the specific test used, and misused basic statistical techniques (12) . Another study assessed 100 orthopedic surgery papers using a validated questionnaire. This study found 17% of the study conclusions were not justified by the results, and in 39% of the studies a different analysis should have been undertaken (13) . Overall, statistical analysis plays a large role in clinicians' and researchers' ability to understand associations and relationships between variables within the data. Although statistical models have become more complex in recent years, basic parametric statistical tests continue to be used at a high rate (14) .
This paper aims to describe and evaluate the use and misuse of statistical methods and analyses in surgical literature. We will also provide information on which tests are currently being used, which tests should be used depending on the data and study design, and finally information on how to perform and come up with an appropriate statistical analysis plan for future surgical research.
Choice of statistical test
Many factors dictate the type of statistical test used when analyzing research data: study design, research questions and the type of data (15) . For example, the choice of statistical tests would differ whether a research study aims to evaluate for a statistical difference compared to statistical similarities between treatment options, potential surgical approaches or other forms of "exposures" (14) . If the underlying research methods are not appropriately identified prior to creation of an analysis plan, significant mistakes and potential misinterpretation of results are more likely. The consequence of applying the wrong statistical test ranges from minor, such as a relative shortcoming in methods, to significant, such as nullifying research results and conclusions (16) .
Broadly, statistical tests are divided into two groupsthose that assess differences versus similarities in the data. The most common type of tests used in research evaluates if differences exists among the data (17) . These tests include one sided and two sided tests. A one sided test determines if the statistical difference occurs in only one direction (only better, only higher, etc.), while a two sided test assesses if the different occurs in either direction (better or worse, higher or lower, etc.). One sided tests are less conservative than two sided tests. To achieve statistical significance with a 2 sided test means that a one sided test of the same type on the same data achieves statistical significance by definition.
The equivalence and non-inferiority tests (18, 19) evaluate if data is similar. Equivalence and non-inferiority is not the same as stating that the data is not statistically different (19) . Equivalence and non-inferiority tests are often used to evaluate new tools, surgical approaches or treatments (20) . Equivalence tests demonstrate that the new surgical approach has the statistically same outcome as the current surgical approach, similar to a two sided test. Non-inferiority tests are more akin to a one sided test, where the statistical evaluation is to test if the new surgical approach is at least as good as the current surgical approach. The new test may be statistically better, but a non-inferiority test will not detect if it is better, only that it is as good as the current approach.
Data type (numeric or categorical) and distribution (normal or not normal) dictate the specific tests to use (17) . Traditionally, surgical trials relied upon independent sample t-tests in a traditional experimental vs. control model, or a paired sample t-tests if the test compared the same patient before and after the intervention. However, this approach likely oversimplifies data analyses. Table 1 summarizes the appropriate options available for statistical analysis depending on the type of data comparison and outcome required (7, 13, 14, (21) (22) (23) (24) .
Oversimplification of analyses
Although the statistical complexity of research in clinical surgery is increasing (4), basic statistical tests and simple models continue to be used despite overall advancement in statistical analysis in research. A review of 240 surgical publications reported that basic parametric statistics were used in 60% of the publication, of those, 21% of publications failed to document a measure of central tendency and 10% did not state which type of evaluative statistic was used to calculate a P value (8) . In order to use a parametric statistical test, such as a t-test, the data must be normally distributed. For many variables of interest, researchers do not know if the data are normally distributed or not. A common mistake in research assumes that all data are normal or follows the bell-shaped pattern (14) therefore leading to inappropriate statistical analysis.
Although complex statistical models are available to use, many datasets are not normally distributed yet basic parametric statistics continue to be used at a seemingly high rate (60%) within surgical literature (8) . Instead, non-parametric tests are the appropriate choice for non-normally distributed data. For example, instead of relying on a t-test to test for differences between groups, researchers could use the Mann-Whitney U test for independent groups and the Sign test and Wilcoxon's matched pairs test for dependent groups.
Exclusion of data
When and if to exclude data is a common question for all researchers. Exclusion of data should only be done in very limited situations, ideally ones that were considered prior to collecting data (12, 25) . Protocol failure, testing error, lab error, or equipment failure are unfortunately common in research (14) . Situations that can potentially result in invalid data should be considered and accounted for prior to data collection. These events should be mitigated or removed through appropriate study protocols (e.g., equipment calibrated before every test). A plan to identify and handle data issues should be documented prior to collecting and analyzing the data. Reasons to exclude data should include a documented protocol deviation or lab error, not simply explained as outside of expected data outcomes (e.g., two standard deviations above the mean). A meta-analysis examined alteration and fabrication of research data and concluded that over a third (33.7%) of surveyed researchers admitted to "questionable" research methodologies (25) including: changing results to strengthen the finding; dubious data interpretation; suppression of methodological or critical details; exclusion of datum or multiple data due of a "gut feeling that they were inaccurate"; and misleading or selective reporting of study design, data or results.
Conclusions
With the growth of clinical research, data analyses have 
